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Abstract
A detailed description of the development of the tangent linear model (TLM) and its
adjoint model of the Relaxed Arakawa-Schubert moisture parameterization package used
in NASA GEOS-1 C-Grid GCM (Version 5.2) is presented. The notational conventions
used in the TLM and its adjoint codes are described in detail.
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1 Introduction
The GEOS-1 C-Grid GCM was developed by the Data Assimilation Office (DAO) at God-
dard Laboratory for Atmosphere (GLA), NASA,/GSFC (Takacs, et al., 1994; Suarez and
Takacs 1994) to be used in conjunction with an analysis scheme to produce a multi-year
global atmospheric data set for climate research (Schubert et al., 1993). It has an advanced
structure, i.e., a "plug-compatible" structure. It means that if "plug-compatible" rules are
followed in coding different GCMs and parameterizations, codes can be "unplugged" from
one model and "plugged" into another with little coding effort. Thus each part of the
GEOS-1 C-grid GCM can be used independently at another GCM. For instance, the full
physics package of GEOS-1 C-grid GCM has been used into NASA/GLA Semi-Lagrangian
Semi-Implicit (SLSI) GCM. The DAO and the Climate and Radiation Branch at GLA,
NASA/GSFC have produced a library of physical parameterizations and dynamical algo-
rithms which may be utilized for various GCM applications.
There are four physics parameterization packages in the GEOS-1 GCM, i.e., the Relaxed
Arakawa-Schubert (RAS) subgrid moisture parameterization and large-scale convection
schemes, the shortwave radiation scheme, the longwave radiation scheme, and the tur-
bulence parameterization scheme. Recently, the land surface model (LSM) described by
Koster and Suarez (1992) has been fully coupled to the Aries GCM at NASA/GSFC, and
the coupled models have been used to address a number of climate-related problems (Koster
and Suarez 1996). In the physics packages, the moisture process plays an essential role to-
wards improving the quality of the GCM productions.
In order to obtain a 4-D variational data assimilation system based on the NASA GEOS-1 C-
grid GCM including the moisture parameterization process, we need to develop the tangent
linear and corresponding adjoint model of this physics package. This document describes the
development of the tangent linear and adjoint models of the RAS and large-scale convection
schemes as well as the formation of clouds which provides the cloud information used for
cloud-radiative interactions.
In Section 2 we provide a condensed description of the moisture parameterization package,
including the basic original equations and their discrete forms. Section 3 describes and
documents in detail the derivation and coding at the tangent linear model (TLM), and the
notational conventions used. Section 4 describes the derivation of the adjoint model code
and discusses its validity.
2 Description of the Moisture Parameterization Scheme
In a large-scale disturbance, there are many individual cumulus clouds whose spatial and
temporal scales are much smaller than the disturbance itself. Because of this scale separa-
tion, it may be possible to predict the time evolution with the collective influence of all the
smaller scale cumulus clouds. This is the goal of cumulus parameterization.
Subgrid scale cumulus convection parameterization is a crucial component of any GCMs.
Without including it in a GCM, one cannot hope to simulate the right general circula-
tion patterns especially over the tropical region, and some other regions, where cumulus
convective activities are frequent and strong.
The necessity of parameterization of cumulus convection was understood and became clear
after early research efforts failed to explain theoretically the size and growth rate of tropical
cyclones (Lilly 1960; Yanai 1964). Among of the early parameterization researches, Charney
and Elisaaen (1964) and Ooyama (1964) presented their classical papers in which the concept
of %onditional instability of the second kind _ (CISK) was first introduced. CISK describes
the cooperative interaction between the cumulus scale and large scale, i.e., the large-scale
circulation is responsible for organizing and maintaining cumulus convection by providing
the necessary horizontal transport of water vapor, while the cumulus-scale drives the large-
scale circulation through the release of latent heat in deep convective elements. CISK
mechanism treats cumulus activities to be a function of the large-scale fields and it is now
commonly referred to as cumulus parameterization. The simple parameterizations used in
these papers led to considerable success in the numerical simulation of tropical cyclones
(e.g., Ooyama 1969). Due to the high degree of empiricism and intuition, and the lack of
theoretical framework for describing the mutual interaction between a cumulus ensemble
and the large-scale environment, these early parameterizations were too crude to be used
in GCM.
Ooyama (1971) first proposed a cumulus parameterization theory which took into account
the coexistence of a spectrum of clouds. He assumed that cumulus clouds can be repre-
sented as non-interacting spherical bubbles, dispatched from the mixed layer. He concluded
that the problem of parameterization of cumulus convection reduces to a determination of
the dispatch function thus his parameterization scheme is not closed due to the unknown
dispatch function.
Before 1974, the basic physical image related to the cumulus parameterization, was that
an existing cumulus cloud ensemble produces time changes in the large-scale temperature
and moisture fields (Arakawa 1969, 1971, 1972; Betts 1973a, b; Gray 1972; L6pez 1972a, b;
Ooyama 1971; Yanai 1971a, b; Yanai et al. 1973). Cumulus convection modifies the large-
scale temperature and moisture fields through detrainment and cumulus-induced subsidence
in the environment. The detrainment causes large-scale cooling and moistening, and the
cumulus-induced subsidence causes large-scale warming and drying. Based on 1956 Marshall
Island observation data, Yanai et al. (1973) quantitatively derived these effects from a
combination of observed large-scale heat and moisture budget over an area covered by
cloud cluster and a cumulus ensemble model which is similar to the one used in Arakawa
and Schubert (1974). Their results show the importance of coexistence of shallow clouds
with deepcloudsin maintainingthe large-scaleheatand moisturebudgets.
Basedon the researchresultsof the cumulusparameterizationmentionedabove,Arakawa
and Schubert(1974,hereafterAS) presenteda remarkableachievement,namelythey pro-
poseda closedcumulusparameterizationtheory that describesthe mutualinteractionof
anensembleof cumuluscloudswith the large-scalenvironment.This is perhapsthe most
physicallycompleteapproachto the issueof cumulusparameterizationup to now. The
cloudensembleis representedby a spectrumof idealizedmodelcloudsub-ensembles.Each
of the sub-ensembleshasits ownmass,heatand moisturebudget.Theverticaltransports
accomplishedby this ensembleof modelcloudsis ultimatelydeterminedby the cloudbase
massflux for eachmemberof ensemble.In order to determinethis massflux distribu-
tion, ArakawaandSchubertintroducedtheconceptof quasi-equilibriumof the cloudwork
function,whichleadsto anintegralequationmakingthe cloudbasemassflux distribution
relatingto large-scalethermodynamicprocesses.
Kuo (1965,1974)introducedcumulusparameterizationfor usein tropicalcyclonemodeling
whichweresubsequentlyemployedin large-scalenumericalpredictionmodels(e.g.,Krish-
namurti 1969;Krishnamurti et al. 1979;the NMC spectralmodeland the limited-area
nonhydrostaticMM5 model).TheKuoparameterizationschemeusesdifferentmechanisms
to describephysicallythe scaleinteractionbetweenthe cumulusensembleand the en-
vironmentbasedon similar assumptionscomparableto the AS parameterizationscheme
(Fraedrich1973). The mechanismappliedin the AS schemeis the verticalmassflux re-
lating the fluxesinsideandoutsidea convectiveelement,i.e., the vertical masstransport
as the representativevariable. Yet the mechanismappliedin the Kuo schemeis based
on a non-steadydeepcumulusmodel,usingthe temperaturedifferencebetweenthe cu-
muluscloudandthe undisturbedenvironmentandthe large-scaleconvergenceof moisture
as indicators. The advantageof Kuo'sschemeis that, as a parameterizationprocedure,
it providesimmediatemeasuresof the cumulus-scaleheat and moisturefluxesin terms
of measurablelarge-scalevariables,without havingto computeclouddynamicalprocesses
(suchasentrainment,detrainmentanddowndrafts)andcloudmicrophysicsprocesses.
Manabeet al. (1965)introducedanadjustmentschemeto simulatesubgrid-scalemoistcon-
vection.Their adjustmentincludesthedry convectiveadjustmentandthe moistconvective
adjustment.The moistadjustmentis performedonly whenthe relativehumidity reaches
100%andthe lapserate exceedsthe moistadiabaticlapserate. With theseartificial ad-
justments,they introducedasimplifiedhydrologiccycle,whichconsistsof the advectionof
watervaporby large-scalemotion,evaporationfromthe surface,andprecipitationprocess,
to simulatethe processof moistconvection.
The basicclosureassumptionfor the AS parameterization,i.e., the cloud-workfunction
quasi-equilibriumassumption,wasexaminedby Lord and Arakawa (1980). They justified
this assumption by considering the kinetic energy budget of a cumulus subensemble. That
is, the generation and dissipation of kinetic energy per unit cloud-base mass flux should
approximatelybalanceovertime scalesof the large-scaleprocesses,andsuchkineticenergy
generation(the cloud-workfunction) and dissipationper unit cloud-basemassflux for a
givensubensembleshouldnot dependsubstantiallyon the large-scaleconditions. They
calculatedcloud-workfunctionsfrom a varietyof data setsin the tropicsand subtropics
includingthe GATE,AMTEX, VIMHEX aswellascompositedtyphoondata. Their results
confirmedthe correctnessof the the cloud-workfunction quasi-equilibriumassumption.
Lord (1982)continuedto verify the AS cumulusparameterizationusinga semi-prognostic
approachappliedGATE PhaseIII data. His resultsshowthat the calculatedprecipitation
agreesvery well with estimatesfrom the observedlarge-scalemoisturebudgetandfrom
radar observations.The calculatedvertical profilesof cumuluswarmingand drying are
alsoquite similar to the observation.His resultsalsoshowthat the error causedby the
cloud-workfunctionquasi-equilibriumassumptionis generallylessthan 10%.In hispaper,
someadditionalexperimentswerealsocarriedout to investigatethe sensitivityof the AS
schemeto someof the arbitrary parametersandassumptions.After theseverificationsand
investigations,Lord et al. (1982)incorporatedthe discretizedform of the AS schemeinto
the UCLA GCM.
TheAScumulusparameterizationhasbeenwidelytestedandappliedfor variouspurposes.
Ramanathan(1980)appliedthe AS schemein a semi-prognosticasestudyof a monsoon
depressionwhenit wasforming.Hefoundthat quasi-equilibriumheldevenin thisdisturbed
situation,and precipitationand cumulusheatingrateswerereasonable.Krishnamurti et
al. (1980)comparedfivecumulusparameterizationschemesusingthe semi-prognosticap-
proach.Thecalculatedrainfallratewerecomparedwith theobservedestimatesfrom GATE
A/B data. Moorthi andArakawa(1985)usedthe AS parameterizationto carryout a sys-
tematicinvestigationon howcumulusheatingaffectsbaroclinicinstability. KaoandOgura
(1987)testedthe AS schemethrougha semi-prognosticapproachusingthe tropicalcloud
banddata and the tropical compositeeasterlywavedisturbancedata. They found that
cloudheatingand drying effectsaswell as the predictedcloud populationagreedrather
wellwith the observations.Sudet al. (1991)testedthe AS schemeusingthe GLA/GCM.
They modifiedsomeparametersusedin the AS schemeto improveparameterization,and
foundthat theroleof cumulusconvectionin maintainingthe observedtropical rainfall and
850mbeasterlywindswassatisfactory.
Dueto the complexityof the originalAS cumulusparameterization,someresearchefforts
werecarriedout aimedat simplifiedparameterizationschemeswhich wouldstill provide
realisticvaluesof thethermalforcingby convectionundervarioussynopticconditions(e.g.,
Ceselski1974;Hacket al. 1984;Tiedtke 1989;Moorthi and Suarez1992). Hacket al.
(1984)useda convectiveflux form of the AS schemeinsteadof the originaldetrainment
form. This flux form is moreconveniento usein numericalweatherpredictionmodels.
Tiedtke(1989)introducedamuchsimplerparameterizationschemeandcomparedits results
with the conventionalconvectionschemeusedin NWP at ECMWF. In 1992,Moorthi
andSuarezintroducedthe "RelaxedArakawa-Schubert_ (RAS)cumulusparameterization
schemewhichis asimplifiedAS parameterizationscheme.It is veryefficient,andproduces
results very close to those of the standard AS implementation. The RAS scheme is used
in the NASA GEOS-1 GCM and is described in next subsection, following closely Moorthi
and Suarez (1992).
2.1 Cumulus Parameterization Package of the NASA GEOS-1 GCM
The cumulus parameterization package of the NASA GEOS-1 GCM is the RAS scheme
proposed by Moorthi and Suarez (1992). RAS makes two major simplifications in the
standard AS implementation:
1) It modifies the entrainment relation to avoid the costly calculation that is required to
find the entrainment parameter of clouds detraining at each levels.
2) "Relaxes" the state toward equilibrium instead of requiring "quasi-equilibrium '_ of the
cloud ensemble to be achieved each time the parameterization is invoked.
The iteration method chosen in the RAS scheme considers one cloud type at a time and
computes the cumulus mass flux that would be required to maintain the invariance of the
work function if there were no other clouds present. It then uses the heating and drying
effects of the given type of cloud to change the large-scale environment fields; the same
thing is done for another cloud type based on the new modified environment fields. With
this procedure, each step is in the direction of a single-cloud equilibrium, but in the course
of iteration, all cloud types affect each other by modifying the environment.
a. Cloud modal
The cloud model used by RAS is a simplified form of that in the AS scheme. The first
major simplification introduced is to assume that the normalized mass flux for each cloud
type is a linear function of height instead of the exponential function used in AS. Thus
_ :, (1)
Oz
where _lx(z) is the normalized mass flux for cloud type A at height z, with boundary condition
= 1 (2)
The hydrostatic equation is used in the form
Oz _ cp0 (3)
OP g
where P = (p/po) R/cp, p is the pressure, R is the gas constant, cp is the specific heat at
constant pressure, g is the gravitational acceleration, 0 is the potential temperature, and
po = looo ,,_b.From Eqs. (3) and (1), we have
&>(P) _ cp e,_ (4)
OP g
and integration gives
,x(P) = 1+ _Ajp _ e dP (s)g
where PB = P(zB), is the pressure at the cloud base height.
As in the AS scheme, the large-scale budget of moist static energy and total water substance
for each cloud type are
a Orlx(P)h(p ) (6)
aP [r>(P)t_(P)]- aP
and
0
aP {r/x(P)[q_,(P) + I_,(P)]} - &Ix(P)aP q(P) (7)
where h_(P), q_,(P), and I_(P) are the cloud moist static energy, specific humidity, and
liquid water mixing ratio for cloud type ,_ at level P, respectively, h(P) and q(P) are the
moist static energy and specific humidity in the environment, respectively.
In Eq. (7), the precipitation term has been neglected for simplicity. It is assumed that all
liquid water is carried to the cloud top where part is precipitated and part is evaporated,
depending on the cloud type. Since the liquid water loading and the precipitation effects
are excluded from Eq. (7), there is no need to specify the vertical distribution of the
precipitation and of the liquid water.
With these assumptions, the detrainment level of the cloud type A is the level at which the
moist static energy within clouds equals the saturation moist static energy of the environ-
ment. That is
where PD = PD (A) is the detrainment level.
Integrating Eq. (6) from PB to PD, we obtain
,x(P>)t4(P>) - t_B= -_;_g Pjp:et_(P)dP (9)
Combining Eqs. (5) and (9), Eq. (8) can be solved directly for the value A corresponding
to clouds that detrain at a given level PD:
(lo)
Similarly, assuming the cloud air is saturated at the level of non-buoyancy,
q_(r_) = q*(r_) (11)
and integrating Eq. (7) from PD to PB, the liquid water mixing ratio at the detrainment
level I(PD) is calculated from
1
l(P_) -- l_(P_)= ,_x(P_)
b. Cloud work" function
Following AS and neglecting the effects of water vapor and liquid water on the buoyancy,
the cloud work function Ax is
_ZD gAx = B Cp_(Z)'lX(Z)[_I(Z)- _(_)] dz (13)
for cloud type A, where T(z) is the temperature in the environment at height z, and s_(z)
and s(z) are the cloud's and the environment's dry static energies, respectively.
Using the hydrostatic equation (3), we have
j;% [_i(P) - _(P)] dPAx = ,Ix(P) p (14)
D
To obtain the cloud work function in terms of the moist static energy, let us approximate
the static energy difference as
1
st(P) - s(P) _ 1 + _(P)[hi(P) - h*(P)] (15)
where G(P) = (L/cp)[dq*(P)/dT], L is the latent heat of condensation of water vapor and
h* and q* are the saturation moist static energy energy and the saturation specific humidity
of the environment. Finally the work function form used in the GCM is
j;% 'Ix(P) tffx(P)-h*(P) dPAx= D 1T-EP) P (16)
c. Cumulus efJ)cts on the lar'ge-scale budgets
The rate of change of dry and moist static energies due to cumulus convection can be written
in the form
= g_ gLD(P)I(P)[1- _.(P)] (17)
op
and
""(Oh) V Oh _ gD(P)(,_ is) (18)57 c= v cot
where M_(P) is the total cumulus mass flux per unit horizontal area at level P, D(P) is
the detrained mass per unit area and unit pressure depth, and r(P) is the fraction of the
detrained liquid water which is precipitated. In the NASA GEOS-1 GCM (version 5.2),
r(P) is calculated by
,.(P)= VB(A)t(P.) (19)
Mo(P) involves contributions from all cloud types penetrating level P, i.e.,
x(P)_(P) = _>(P)-_B(A)dA (20)
where A(P) is given by gq. (10), and roB(A) is the cloud-base mass flux per unit k. The
mass detrainment rate
D(P) = _>(P)._B(a) da(P) (21)
dp
In the NASA GEOS-1 GCM, the continuous spectrum of clouds is divided into subensembles
of finite AA and the effects of each subensemble are considered independently. Thus for the
ith spectral band (from Ai - AAi to Ai), we have
_;(P) = r_(_) (22)
0,
and
P > P. (hi),
P. (hi) >_P > P. (hi- _xh_),
otherwise
Di(P) J @' - - (23)0, otherwise
where PD (hi) is the detrainment level of clouds with h = hi. It may be obtained by solving
Eq. (10).
When hi is small, we may assume that roB(h) --_roB(hi), thus neglecting terms in (Ahi) 2,
Eq. (22) becomes
M_(P) = rlxi(P)mB(hO[h(P)- hi + Ahi],
O,
P > P. (hi),
P. (hi) _>P _>P. (hi - :xh_),
otherwise
(24)
Similarly, approximating the dh/dp in Eq. (23) by Ahi[PD(hi) -pD(hi- Ahi)] -_, we have
Di(P) = { O,rlxi(P)mB('XOA'Xi[PD('XO -- pD(,Xi -- Ahi)]-',
P. (hi) >_P > P. (hi - _xh_),
otherwise
(25)
Then Eqs.
and
where
r_(P) = {
and
rt_(P) = {
(17) and (18) can be rewritten as
(0s) =F_(P)rnB(Ai)AAi
_c
(26)
(27)
g,x,(P)[A(P) - A_+ AA_](AA_)-1 o_Op
+g.x, (P) [p. (A_)- p. (A_- AA_)]-I
xlx, (P_)L[1 - ,.(P_)],
0,
P > PD (hi),
p.(A_) > p > p.(A_ - exam),
otherwise
(28)
g_]_,(P)[,_(P)- ,_i + AAi](AAi)-I_
+g._, (P) [p. (A_)- p. (A_- LxA_)]-'
x F_*(P.) - t_(P.)],
O,
P > PD (,_i),
p. (A_)> p > p. (A_- exam),
otherwise
(29)
Finally, the rate of change of the large-scale prognostic variables, the potential temperature
and specific humidity due to the ith cloud subensemble can be written as
oo) _ ._(A_)_x_r_(p ) (a0)
-5-{ _ %P
(_-t)c= LrnB(Ai)AAi[Ph(P)- Ps(P)]
and
(31)
d. Mass-flux kernel and cloud-base mass flux
In AS, the change rate of cloud work function is expressed as
27 \--gi-,, _+ \--gi-,, _
where the subscripts c and ls denote the contributions from the cloud-scale and the large-
scale processes, respectively.
From Eq. (16) and together with some assumptions, i.e., the time variations of pressures
at the cloud base and top equal to zero, ignoring the time dependence of 0 in Eq. (5), and
using
Oh*(P) as(P) (33)O_ _ [I+v(P)] at
the change rate of cloud work function in terms of the rate of change of the large-scale
variables, h and s, can be approximately obtained as
dA_ _ [PB dP
JPD P[1 + v(P)]
× at [1+ v(P)] _,_ + -Ag 0 \ _ [1+ v(P)]--b-_- 34)
In AS, the cloud-scale contributions on dAx/dt is
--J-Jc Jo I(_,_,-_B(A')dA' (35)
where the kernel Kxy represents the rate of change of the cloud work function of cloud
type A per unit cloud-base mass flux of cloud type A_. These are not direct cloud-cloud
interactions, but indirect effects of the various cloud types on each other through their
environment. For quasi equilibrium to hold for the cumulus ensemble as a whole, these
interactions must occur quickly compared to changes in the large-scale forcing. The standard
implementation assumes that they occur instantaneously, resulting in a quasi-static balance
between the cloud ensemble and the large-scale forcing. It is this assumption that results in
an ill-posed problem, with the possibility that either no mass-flux distribution can produce
an exact balance for all clouds with positive buoyancy or that (most frequently) multiple
distributions can satisfy an "overadjustment" problem (Silva-Dias and Schubert 1977) in
which some of the possible cloud types are overstabilized by the effects of other cloud types.
The main assumption of RAS is that the interaction between clouds, represented by the
off-diagonal terms of K in Eq. (35), occurs over a short but finite time and that at
any instant the computations for each cloud and each cloud type are just based on the
"current" environment which already has been affected by influences of some other type
of cumulus convections. In this way, the cloud interactions are taken into account. The
ill-posedness of the original AS implementation is thus removed by solving an initial value
problem that selects an equilibrium distribution that depends on the time scales specified
for the adjustment of the individual cloud types. In RAS, considering the effects of a single
subensemble on the cloud work function, Eq. (35) reduces to
I_,,_,- ._B(A_)AA_ c (36)
Finally, fl'om Eqs. (34), (26) and (27), the approximate I(_,_ is given by
I(_,,_, = P[1+ v(P)] ×D
{F/_(PB)- [1 + "/(P)]Fs(P) + CP _ig JP/'PB o (Ph(P') - [1 q- _/(P)]Ps(P)) dP'} (37)
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The subensemble cloud-base mass flux fnB (Ai)AAi is obtained by equating the large-scale
and cloud-scale changes of A, i.e., making dAxi/dt = 0, we have
> o,mB(A_)AA_ = _ d_ J_s (38)O, otherwise.
In the GEOS-1 GCM, the large-scale forcing (dA_dt)ls is calculated directly from time
difference:
(_t_) = A_i(t + At) - A_i(t) (39)l_ At
where A_i(t 4- At) is the cloud work function calculated from the profiles of 0 and q after
they are modified by the large-scale processes over a time interval At. This is a good
approximation as long as At is small. In the GCM, A_(t + At) is replaced by the value
of the cloud work function after modification of the environment by large-scale effects and
using a cloud-type dependent critical value of the work function instead of Axi(t). Due to
the convective parameterization is designed to nearly neutralize the instability, the critical
value of the work function is near zero.
In RAS, the cloud type is determined by the height of cloud-top level and the kernel is
computed explicitly since only the diagonal elements are required.
In addition to RAS scheme, GEOS-1 GCM employs a Kessler-type scheme for the re-
evaporation of falling rain (Sud and Molod 1988). The scheme accounts for the rainfall
intensity, the drop size distribution, and the temperature, pressure and relative humidity
of the surrounding air.
Due to the increased vertical resolution in the planetary boundary layer (PBL), the lowest
two model layers are averaged to provide the sub-cloud layer for RAS (about 50 mb thick).
Each time RAS is invoked (every ten simulated minutes), the possibility for shallow con-
vection is checked for the two layers just above the cloud base. RAS also randomly chooses
ten other cloud-top levels for the possibility of convection, from just above the cloud base
to the model top layer.
Supersaturation or large-scale convection is defined in the GEOS-1 GCM whenever the
specific humidity in any grid point exceeds its supersaturation value. The large-scale pre-
cipitation scheme rains at supersaturation, and re-evaporates during descent to partially
saturate lower layers in a process that accounts for some simple microphysics.
Convective and large-scale cloudiness which is used for cloud-radiative interactions are de-
termined diagnostically as part of the cumulus and large-scale parameterizations. The
convective and large-scale cloud fractions are combined into two separate arrays for use in
the shortwave and longwave radiation packages.
Supersaturation or large-scale cloudiness is defined whenever the large-scale precipitation
scheme determines that the grid box at any level becomes supersaturated. In order to ensure
11
that at any instant the total cloud fraction is less than or equal to one, supersaturation
clouds are only prescribed when there are no deep convective clouds.
Since in the current moist version of GEOS-1 GCM which includes just the moist process,
in the tangent linear model and its adjoint code the cloud formation part is not employed
(i.e., all the related lines are commended out) although this part of code has already been
included.
2.2 Description of the Discretization of the Moisture Physics Parameter-
ization
a. Cloud model
All clouds are assumed to have the same base. We will refer to that cloud type with its
detrainment level in layer i, as the ith cloud type.
The normalized mass flux for each cloud type is a linear function of height,
rib,k-i/2 - rl_,k+l/2 = )_(zk_l/2 - zk+l/2), /;.= i + 1, i + 2, ..., K - 1 (40)
where _li,k+l/2 is the cloud mass flux of the ith cloud type at level k + 1/2 normalized by its
value at the cloud base, Ai is its entrainment rate, and Z1_+1/2 is the height of level k + 1/2.
Equation (40) applies from the layer immediately below the detrainment layer to the layer
immediately above the cloud base which is at K - 1/2. We assume the detrainment occurs
at the middle of the detrainment layer and therefore that there is an additional half-layer
at the top over which the cloud entrains,
,_,_ - ,_,_+1/2 = ),_(z_ - z_+1/2) (41)
The vertical coordinate is specified by the pressure at the half-integer levels (Pk+l/2, /; =
1, 2, ..., K). The discrete form of hydrostatic equation over the full layers is,
Zk-1/2 - Zk+l/2 = % G(G+l/2 - G-1/2),
g
For the hydrostatic equation over the lower half of each layer,
Zk - Zk+l = CPok+l/2(Pk+l -- Pk).
g
0 is the potential temperature, and P is the form as
5+1/2 = (pk+l/2/po) _
and
G-
/_' = 1,2,...,K (42)
/_.= 1, 2,...,K (43)
1 q- t; \ Pk+l/2 Pk-1/2
(44)
(45)
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which is the form suggested by Phillips (1974) and used in Arakawa and Suarez (1983).
Here _; = t_/cp.
From Eqs.
where
(4o)to (42),wehave
Vi,k-1/2 - Vi,k+i/2 = flkOkAi, k = i+ 1, i+ 2,...,K- 1
flk = _(G+1/2 - G-1/2)
For the last half-layer up to the detrainment level,
_li,i = _li,i+a/2 + fliOiAi
cp
9
(46) and combining with Eq.
_li,i = 1 + Ai
where
Summing Eq.
the detrainment level,
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
(48), we obtain the normalized mass flux at
i
Z _0_ (50)
h=K-1
where _1i,I<-1/2 = 1 is used.
The discrete form of the moist static energy budget of each cloud type is
k = i+ 1, i+ 2,...,K- 1 (51)
where hk is the environment moist static energy of layer k, h_,k+l/2 is the cloud moist static
energy of the ith cloud type at level k + 1/2. For the half-layer at the cloud top we have
l]i,ihc, i -- l]i,i+l/2hc, i+l/2 = (l]i,i -- l]i,i+l/2)hi (52)
(51) and combining Eq. (52), we obtain the cloud-top moist static energySumming Eq.
expression as
i+1
,_,_t¢,_= t_,,_+ E [(,_,J-,,- ,_,j+,,)t_j] + (,_,_- ,_,_+1/_)t_ (sa)
j=K--1
Ignoring precipitation, the cloud total water is
qC qC ,l]i,h-1/2( i,h-1/2 q- li,h-1/2) -- l]i,h+l/2( i,h+l/2 q- li,h+l/2) = (l]i,h-1/2 - l]i,h+l/2)qh
k.=/+ 1,i+ 2,..., I<- 1 (54)
where q[,k+l/2 and lijc+U2 are the specific humidity and the liquid water mixing ratio of
the ith cloud type at level k d- 1/2. The rhs of Eq. (54) assumes no liquid water in the
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environment.Assumingqi_,i= q*, where q* is the saturation specific humidity of layer i, we
obtain,
-- q,,+ E - + - q: (551
_]i,i j=K-1
where li,i is the liquid water mixing ratio of the detraining air for the ith cloud type. Since
0 and q are known and the saturation specific humidity can be calculated and li,i can be
calculated if Ai is known.
Assuming at the detrainment layer
h_,i = h_ (56)
where h* is the saturation moist static energy of layer i. In the AS, Eq. (56) is a polynomial
in A_ whose degree depends on the height of the detrainment level. From Eqs. (40), (41),
(53) and (56), the expression for Ai is obtained as
hi,_- h_ (57)Ai = i
b. Cloud work function
The discrete form of the cloud work function is obtained by discretizing Eq. (16) as
i+1
A i z
j=K-1
hc c+ _j,_,j_,/_( _,j_,/2 - h;)] + _,_,_+,/_(h_,_+,/_- hT)
where Ai is the cloud work function for the ith cloud type and _ and ¢ are defined as
(ss)
and
Using Eq.
environmental quantities as:
Pj+_/2 - Pj
_J- Pj(l+_j) ' j = 1,2, ...,I_ - 1 (59)
Pj - Pj-1/2
_J - Pj (1+ _j) ' j = 1,2, ...,I_ - 1 (60)
(51) to eliminate h _, the cloud work function can finally be written in terms of
A i z
+
_K-1 hK -- _i_]i,i+l/2 h*
h=K-1 j=K-1
i+1
h=K-1
(61)
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c. Cumulus cfJ)cts on the lar'ge-scale budgets
The cumulus effects on the budgets of dry and moist static energies of the environment are
discretized as
g F 3
Ot )c Apk (62)
and
-0-[-) c Apk (63)
where (Osk/Ot)_ and (Ohk/Ot)_ are the rate of change of dry and moist static energies of
layer k, Mk+l/2 is the cumulus mass flux at level k + 1/2, Dk is the detrained mass at level
k and Apk = Pk+l/2 - Pk-1/2. The last term on the rhs of Eq. (62) represents cooling from
the re-evaporation of liquid water detrained to the environment. Here lk is the liquid water
mixing ratio, r'k is a cloud-type-dependent precipitation fraction.
In AS implementation, Mk+ll 2 would be the total mass flux of all cloud types penetrating
the level k + 1/2. However in RAS, only one cloud type is considered at a time, then Mk+l/2
has the form
{ MB(i)_li,k+l/2 , i < k,Mh+l/2 = O, i > ]% (64)
and
¢ MB(i)_li,i,
Dk =
k O,
Also lk = li,i, for i = k, and lk = 0 otherwise. Eqs. (62) and (63) can be rewritten as
(65)
Ot ]o = MB(i)F_(k) (66)
and
where
and
(_) = MB(i)Ft_(k) (67)
c
9 [7]i,k_l12(Sk_l/2 8k ) @ 7]i,k+ll 2
×(_ - _+1/_)- ,_,it_,_L(1-_._)_)],
O,
9 [1]i,k_l/2(hk_l/2 hk) _- 1]i,k+l/2
×(h_- h_+_/_)+ ,_,i(h_- hd_)],
O,
k=i,i+ 1,...,K, (68)
k=1,2,...,i-1
k=i,i+ 1,...,K, (69)
k=1,2,...,i-1
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where6/k is the Kronecker delta function and it is assumed that _li,i-U2 = _li,K+U2 = O.
Finally the rate of change of potential temperature and specific humidity due to the ith
cloud type can be obtained as
- k= 1,2,. (70)
c CpPk ""
and
c = 7 B(/)[G(k') - G(k')], k.= 1,2,..., I< (71)
d. Mass-flux kernel and cloud-base mass flux
In RAS, for a single cloud type, only the diagonal element Ki,i is required, which is given
by
1 (72)
Ki,i- MB(i) \ dt /_
Using the approximate relation
oh; _ (1+ w) o_ (73)
Ot Ot
andEqs. (57), (61), (66), (67),
[£i,i : (_i,__,+ _)ct_(I0 - (_,_,_+,/2+ _,_,_)(1+ w)c_(/)
+ _ (_k-, + #:_) r:_(IC) + _ (']i,j-,/2 - ']i,j+,/2)r:_(j)
k=K-1 j=K-1
+ 0(_,k__/2 - _<k+_/2)l%_(k)} + 0(_,_ - _<_+_/2)G(i)
i+1
- Z (_'<_+,/2 + _'<_-,/_)(1 + v_)c_(k.),
k=K-I
(74)
where
+
+
(_]i,j-1/2- _]i,j+l/2)hj
_j=K--1
-Gh*_]i,i+l/2
i+1
Z (_-' + _)
k:K-I
i+I
k=K-1
i+1
k:K-I
(75)
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For simplicity, the rate of change of ¢ and # have been ignored. The rate of change of Ai is
included through the terms involving 0.
With the quasi-equilibrium of cloud work function we obtain,
MB(i) = - k dt /_,
when the rhs of Eq. (76) is positive, otherwise MB(i) = O.
(dAi_ can be calculated by Eq. (39).the ith cloud type \ dt ]l_
cumulus-induced changes in 0 and q can be calculated.
(76)
The large-scale forcing of
Once MB(i) is known, the
In RAS, we assume that all liquid water formed inside a cloud is carried to the top detrain-
ment level (i.e., 1_,_in Eq. (55)), and a fraction of this detrained liquid water is precipitated
and the rest is evaporated within the detrainment layer. Another assumption is the precip-
itation simply falls to the ground without evaporation. Thus the precipitation Ri for the
ith cloud type can be written as
= (77)
The cloud-type-dependent parameter r'i is set to one for every cloud type in the NASA
GEOS-1 GCM Version 5.2.
3 Tangent Linear Model of the Moist Process Physics Pack-
age
The linearized discrete RAS parameterization equations (40) - (77) are derived as follows.
We use {} to describe the basic state trajectory terms and O' to denote the perturbation
variables terms.
For Eq. (44), the corresponding tangent linear formula is
(G+,/_)'= k77_ j (w+,/_)'{pk+l/2} (78)
For Eq. (45),
(P_)' =
+
-
1+_
_ /9 t{w-,.}(
l+n
-
(79)
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For Eq.
where
For Eqs.
and
For Eq.
(46),
(_,k-1/2)' - (,_,k+_/2)'=
+ {/_}{),d(o_)' + {O_}{),d(/_k)',
k = i+ 1, i+2,...,N- 1
(48) and
= _ [(p_+,,),_ (P__,,)'](_)' 7
(8o)
(50),
(_]i,i) t =
(81)
+ {/_d{o_}(),d'
+ {;_d{_,d(oo' + {o_}{_,_}(_)', (82)
(9_)' 7 (83)
i
k=K-1
i
+ (a_)' z {_}{o_} (84)
k=K-1
The expression Eq.
cloud type li,i can be linearized as
' *' /= -(q_) + {,_,d-_( _,_)t (q_;)'
t.
i+l
j=K--1
+ (1,_,_}- 1,_,_+i/2})(q_)'
-{q_}(,,_,_+i/2)'}+{,,_,_}-_{{,,_,_+,/_}{q_}-{q,,_}
i+1 }- _ ({,_,j-,/2}- {,_,j+,,}){,lj (,_,_)'
j=K-1
(55) of liquid water mixing ratio of the detraining air from the ith
(85)
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Thecloudwork functionexpressionEq.
where
and
(Ad' =
(61) can be linearized as
{_d{hT}0_,_+,/2)'- {,_,_+,/2}{h7}(_)'
j=K--1
j=K--1
, /1
(_j) Iz {Pj+,/2} (pj),[{Pj}(1+ {-_;})]-'(P_+,/2)'- {_}2(1 + {._;})
{_+,/2} - {P_}
{-vT}V ; 7_7__(_)'
(#j)_ =
+
, {r__,/2} (r_)'
- [{r_} (i + {v;})]-' (;-,/2) + {r_}2(i + {v;})
{r__,/2} - {r_}
The expressions of cumulus effects on the large-scale budgets (Eqs.
linearized as:
(o(o_)"_ = (r_(_.))'{_/_(_)}
(70) and
(86)
(87)
(88)
(71) are
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and
where
+
{_B(i)}
_p{p_}2{Y_(A.)}(P_)' a.= 1,2,...,1; (s9)
+
{{M,(i)} [(r_(k.))'-(r_(k.))']L
(:_. (i))'[{r_(k.)}- {r_(k.)}]},
h' = 1_2, .., K
_{,_,_}{_,_}L(1- {_._})a_/ (Ap_),
+ {A--A_k}k}
O,
k = i,i+ 1,...,K,
k=1,2,...,i-1
(90)
(91)
2O
and
t.
1
(rli,k+i/2)
- {,_,_}((t_t)' - ,n__')a¢_,j
q
- ' h* - ]
d
O,
(92)
Finally, the cloud work function kernel and cloud-base mass flux expressions t3qs. (74) and
(76), respectively, can be linearized as
/,,_/'-- /_,,,_+_</_,_/,_//'+(/_,-,/'+/_/')_,_/,,/_
i+1 /
k
+ z [({<,,_}-{<+,,_})/_,_/;//'
j=K--1
k
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and
where
(0/=
+ {0} ((,_,_-1/2)'-(,_,_+1/2)'){v,,(a.)}
(0/({_,___/_} - {_,_+_/_}){v,_(a.)}}+
+ {0} ({_,_}- {_,_+_/_})(v,_(0)'
+ (0/({_,_} - {_,_+_/_}){v,_(i)}
+ {0} ((_,_)'-(_,_+,/2)') {v,_(O}
- Z _) {_,_+_/_}+ {_}(_,_+_/_)'
_=_,__,
+ {_}(_,___/_)'+ (_)'{_,__1/_}) (1+ {-_}){F_(k.)}
+ ({_}{_,_+_/2}+ {_}{_,___/_})(-_)'{V_(k.)}
+ ({_}{_,_+,/_}+ {_}{_,__,/_}) (_+ {-_})(V_(k.))'_
N
J
(d{A_}'_ {i<,d__(i<,y (d(A,_)"_ {i<,d_1(MB(i))'=\ gt /_ -\ gt /_
+
+
+
+
+
+
h* i _ i h* • I
-{ _}{ _}(_,_+_/2)- (_) { _}{_,_+_/_}- {_d(h_){_,_+_/_}
i+1 /
• '- ' h ](_,j-i/_) (_,_+_/_){ _}
..I
i+1 I( t{_}(_,_+,/2)'+ (_) {_,_+,/_}
k=K-1
' }) *{_}(_,__,/_)'+ (_) {_,__,/_ {h_}
(_ .V.fh*-_
(93)
(94)
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h=K-1
(95)
3.1 Linearized Discrete Dynamical Equations
3.2 Coding of the Tangent Linear Model
For coding the tangent linear model, we linearize the original nonlinear forward model code
line by line, do loop by do loop and subroutine by subroutine. This amounts to obtain the
exact same tangent linear model as by coding directly from the original linearized model
dynamical equations.
The tangent linear model is the linearized nonlinear forward model in the vicinity of a basic
state which is a model trajectory. Any original code line, we may write it as
V = f(X) (96)
where
X= (z,, z2, "", z_) T (97)
and U is a new derived variable related to the original control variables of the nonlinear
forward model, i.e., it may be one of the original control variables or an intermediate variable
which is a function of the original control variables. Here zl, z2, ..., _'_ (the components
of the vector X) are the required variables to derive U, which may consist of either the
original model control variables or of the intermediate variables derived from the original
control variables; fn is the number of the required variables.
The corresponding tangent linear code assumes the form:
X:Xbasic state X:Xbasic state
_-(_'_ _ X:Xbasic state
of
where X = Xb,sic state means that in the expression _, i = 1, 2, ..., rn, all the values of
the required variables xl, x2, ..., x,_ are chosen to have the exact same values as those of
the basic state trajectory as in the nonlinear forward model to ensure that the basic state
of the integration of tangent linear model is exactly the basic state of the nonlinear model
integrating trajectory. Here 5U and 5xl, 5x2, • •., 5x,_ are the corresponding perturbation
variables of U and xl, x2, ..., x,_, respectively.
In order to obtain the necessary values of Xbasic state, the nonlinear model integrating
trajectory, for the tangent linear model, we must apply the parallel method. This method
consists of calculating in parallel the nonlinear model trajectory as the basic state Xbasic state
and the integration of perturbation variables as well, such as _U, in the tangent linear model.
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3.3 Notational Convention for Variables and Subroutines Used in the
Tangent Linear Model Code
Forconvenience,thesameoriginalnamesusedin the nonlinearforwardmodelareemployed
for thecorrespondingperturbationvariablesin thetangentlinearmodelcode.Forinstance,
weuse"U" for "5U", "PKHT" for "5(PKHT)", "AKM" for "5(AKM)", etc.. This also
meansthat theperturbationcontrolvariablesin theTLM sharethesamecommonstructure
andsamecommonblocknamesasthe full variablesof the GCM itself. Thus,oneneedsto
payattentionto this issuewhenrunningthe TLM in conjunctionwith the originalGCM.
Weappenda "0" at theendof a variablenamein the originalnonlinearforwardmodelto
representhecorrespondingbasicstatevariable,suchas"U0" for "Ub_sicst_t¢","PKHTO"
for "(PKHT)b_c _" , "AKMO" for "(AKM)b_ _", etc..
For namingsubroutinesin the tangentlinearmodel,wesimply appenda "L" at the be-
ginningof the original namesof subroutinesof the nonlinearforwardmodel. To conform
with ANSI FORTRAN77language,if thenewnameof atangentlinearsubroutineexceeds
six letters,wejust retain its first six letters. For instance,the originalsubroutinesof the
nonlinearmodel "RANG", "MOISTIO" and "RNEVP", havecorrespondingnamesin
thetangentlinearmodelas "LRASG", "LMOIST" and "LRNEVP", respectively.
4 Adjoint Model of the Moist Process Physics Package
4.1 Using the Adjoint Method to Calculate the Gradient of a Cost Func-
tion
The practical determination of the adjoint model of the moist physics package used in NASA
GEOS-1 C-Grid GCM is the key computational method enabling us to calculate the gradient
of a cost function with respect to initial conditions (or other control variables) for carrying
out a 4-D variational assimilation. In 4-D variational assimilation, the cost function, which
measures the weighted difference between observations and forecasts in an adequate norm,
is minimized by using a large-scale unconstrained minimization method iteratively which
requires for its implementation the gradient of the cost function with respect to the control
variables. Finally, the optimal state defines a trajectory which passes as close as possible
in a least-squares sense to the observations while satisfying the system of coupled partial
differential equations of the numerical weather prediction model as strong constrains.
Assuming that the cost function consists of a weighted least square fit of the model forecast
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to the observations, it has the form :
i R T
where X(t,.) is a model state vector of size M(4K _- i) containing the values of the zonal
wind u, the meridional wind v, the potential temperature 0, the surface pressure Ps, and
the surface humidity q; here _/ is the number of grid points at each level; K is number
of vertical levels, t_. is a given time in the assimilation window; x°bs(t_) is a vector of
observations defined over all grid points on all levels at time t_; W(t_) is an N x N diagonal
weighting matrix. From Navon et al. (1992), we have the following expression
R
where X_(t0) is the initial perturbation, X_(t,.) is the perturbation in the forecast resulting
fi'om the initial perturbation, VJ (X(t0)) is the gradient of the cost function with respect
to the initial conditions.
The tangent linear model of the nonlinear forward model can be symbolically expressed as
X'(t,.) = P,.X'(t0) (101)
where P,. represents the result of applying all the operator matrices in the linear model to
obtain X'(t_.) fronl Xt(t0).
We define the adjoint model as
X_'(t0) = P#X(t_.), r' = 1,...,R, (102)
where (^) represents an adjoint variable. After some algebra we obtain (see Navon et al.
1992) that the expression for the gradient of the cost function with respect to the initial
condition is
R
1 N
VJ
From this analysis, we note that the so called adjoint model operator is just the transpose
of the tangent linear model operator.
4.2 Coding of the Adjoint Model
Since the adjoint model equations consist of the transpose of the linearized version of the
nonlinear forward model, if we view the tangent linear model as the result of the multipli-
cation of a number of operator matrices:
P = A1A2...AN, (104)
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where each matrix Ai(i = 1,...,N) represents either a subroutine or a single DO loop,
then the adjoint model can be viewed as being a product of adjoint subproblems
pT T T .=ANAN_ 1 ..A T. (105)
Thus, the adjoint model is simply the complex conjugate of all the operations in the tangent
linear model. Each DO loop or each subroutine in the tangent linear model has its adjoint
image DO loop and subroutine, respectively. Therefore, we code the adjoint model directly
from the discrete tangent linear model by rewriting the code of the tangent linear model
statement by statement in the opposite direction. This simplifies not only the complexity of
constructing the adjoint model but also avoids the inconsistency generally arising from the
derivation of the adjoint equations in analytic form followed by the discrete approximation
(due to non-commutativity of discretization and adjoint operations).
4.3 Notational Convention for Variables and Subroutines Used in the
Adjoint Model Code
In a similar way as in the tangent linear model, we employed the same original variable
names used in the nonlinear forward model for the corresponding adjoint variables in the
adjoint model code. For instance, we use ;;U" for ;@", ;;PKHT" for ;;(PKI-HT) '', ;;AKM"
for ;;(AKM)", etc.. As in the TLM, this convention also means that the adjoint control
variables in the adjoint model share the same common structure and same common block
names as the GCM itself. Thus, one needs to pay attention to it when running the adjoint
in conjunction with the original GCM.
We also just append a ;;0" at the end of a variable name (in a similar way as done pre-
viously in the tangent linear model) to represent the corresponding basic state variable,
such as using ;;U0" for ;;Ub_sic st_t¢", ;;PICHTO" for ;;(PKHT)b_ic _t_t¢", ;;AKMO" for
_(AKM)b_i_ _t_t¢", etc., needed in the adjoint code.
For naming subroutines, we simply change the letter ;;L" at the beginning of the names of
the tangent linear model subroutines to ;;A" and used them as corresponding adjoint model
subroutine names. We also retain the adjoint subroutine names which do not exceed six
letters to conform with ANSI FORTRAN 77 language. For instance, the original subroutines
of the nonlinear model ;;t_ASG", ;;MOISTIO" and ;;t_NEVP", have corresponding names
in the adjoint model as ;;At_ASG", ;;AMOIST" and ;;At_NEVP", respectively.
4.4 Verification of the Correctness of the Adjoint Model
Integrating the nonlinear model forward in time and its adjoint backwards in time, while
forcing the r.h.s.of the adjoint model with difference between model and observations (see
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Eq. (103)),onecanobtain valuesfor the gradientof costfunctionwith respectto dis-
tributed controlvariables,whichmayconsistof eitherthe initial conditionsor the initial
conditionsplusboundaryconditionsormodelparameters.SincethemoistversionofNASA
GEOS-1C-Grid GCM consistsof thousandsof linesof code,anyminorcodingerrormay
causethefinalgradientof costfunctionwith respecto thecontrolvariablesto beerroneous.
Therefore,weneedto verify the correctnessof the linearizationandadjointcodingsegment
by segment.Eachsegmentmayconsistof eithera subroutineor of severalDO loops.For
a detailedderivationof the adjoint modeland verificationof its correctness,seeNavonet
al. (1992).
The correctnessof the adjoint of eachoperatorwascheckedby applyingthe following
identity (Navonet al. 1992)
(io6)
where Q represents the input of the original code, A represents either a single DO loop or
a subroutine. The left hand side involves only the tangent linear code, while the right hand
side involves also adjoint code (A'T). If equality (106) holds, the adjoint code is correct
when compared with the TLM. In practice the identity Eq. (106) holds only up to machine
accuracy. In our verifications of the correctness of each segment of the adjoint model and
the whole adjoint model, the LHS and the RHS of Eq. (106) attained 13 digits of accuracy
which is near the machine precision limit. The test were performed at NASA's Cray C-90
computer which has intrinsic double precision. These results show that our adjoint code
consists of absolutely the exact adjoint operators of the TLM of the moist version of NASA
GEOS-1 C-Grid GCM.
A gradient check (Figs. 1, 2) was then performed to assess accuracy of the discrete adjoint
model. This verification method is described next. First, we chose the cost function J as in
Eq. (99) and the N x N diagonal matrix W = diag(W_,W_,Wo, Wq,Wps), where the
diagonal submatrices are defined as : W_ = 5 × 10-1I s2m -2, W_ = 5 × 10-1I s2m -2,
W0 = 10-3I K -2, Wq = 5 × 10-3I, Wps= 10-3I rob-2. Then, let
J(X + (_h) = J(X) + (_hTVJ(X) + O((_2), (lO7)
be a Taylor expansion of the cost function. Here _ is a small scalar and h is a vector of
unit length (such as h = VJ/IIVJII). Rewriting the formula above we can define a function
of _ as
(P(o_) = J(X + o_h)- J(X)(_hTVJ(X) = 1 + O((_). (108)
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Figure 1: Variation of the @(o 0 with respect to log _ (gradient check of correctness of adjoint
model). Integration period is 6 hours and t -- 6 hours model generated observations were
used. January 1, 1985 00Z DAO_s data was used as t = 0 observations. The first guess is
the shifted 6-hour initial condition. The time integration scheme employed is the leapfrog
scheme.
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Figure 2: As in Figure 1, but for the Matsuno time integration scheme.
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Figure 3: Variation of the log I_(a) - 11 with respect to log a. Integration period is 6 hours
and t = 6 hours model generated observations were used. January 1, 1985 00Z DAO% data
is used as t = 0 observations. The first guess is the shifted 6-hour initial condition. The
time integration scheme employed is the leapfrog scheme.
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Figure 4: As in Figure 3, but for the Matsuno time integration scheme.
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Forvaluesof _ whicharesmallbut not toocloseto the machinezero,oneshouldexpectto
obtainvaluesfor _(_) whicharecloseto unity. Weobtainedvaluesfor thefunction _(_)
equalunity to a highdegreeof accuracywhenthe parameter_ is variedfrom 10-2 to 10-6.
from the residualof _(_) (figs. 3, 4), we found that the residual tends to zero. The
gradient check verifies that the adjoint model is correct and can be used, for example, to
perform 4-D VDA experiments.
Although the gradient check results are good, comparing the gradient check results with
those for the adiabatic version of the NASA GEOS-1 GCM (Yang and Navon 1996), we
find that including moist processes into the GCM decrease the validity of the tangent linear
approximation. It worsens both in terms of the accuracy of the gradient values of the cost
functional as well as in the range of the perturbations, in which satisfactory values of the
gradient of the cost functional are maintained. The reasons are:
1) The high nonlinearity of the original moist process package including the RAS cumulus
parameterization and large-scale precipitation and evaporation scheme. Since the Arakawa-
Schubert parameterization is the most complex cumulus convective parameterization scheme
which provides the most complete physics approach and has an inherent ]terative feature,
the nonlinearity of the AS scheme as well as the RAS scheme is much stronger than that
of some other moist parameterization schemes, such as Kuo's scheme.
2) In AS and RAS, the on-off discontinuous effects are more pronounced than in other
types of moist parameterization schemes. This is due to the fact that there are more on-off
switch processes used in Arakawa-Schubert type scheme and the ]terative feature of the
AS parameterization. Obviously these discontinuities worsen the validity of the tangent
linear approximation and cause the values of the calculated gradient of the cost functional
to exhibit jumps.
Several research efforts were presented related to the serious influence of the on-off switch
processes on the validity of the tangent linear approximation. For instance, Vukicevic
and Errico (1993) tested the accuracy of the tangent linear model of a mesoscale model,
compared the "true" perturbation obtained by direct nonlinear integration and concluded
that significant errors may be expected in the regions where the moist diabatic processes
are important for finite perturbations in the initial conditions. Recently, both Bao and
Kuo (1995) and Xu (1996) carried out a detailed study using idealized continuous examples
with delta function mimicking the on-off switches in physical schemes. They indicated that
ignoring the variation of the switch point due to the perturbation in the initial conditions,
i.e., keeping the switching point in the tangent linear model the same as in the basic state,
could cause significant errors in the tangent linear model solution and gradient calculation.
Thus how to deal with the on-off switches used in the moist process parameterization is a
crucial issue.
The essence of the influence of on/off discontinuous processes is that they may cause sudden
jumps in the model integration trajectories, these jumps changing the model trajectories
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and forcing the value of the cost function and its gradient to undergo a sudden change.
This sudden change is equivalent to introducing a high nonlinearity into the variational
assimilation system. As a consequence, it may cause either a failure or a slow-down of the
minimization processes in 4-D Vat. Simply smoothing the parameterization at the discon-
tinuous points such as tested by (Zupanski 1993; Tsuyuki 1996a, b, c) cannot completely
remove the influence of on/off discontinuous. Also the simple smoothing method may in-
troduce a negative effect: that of changing the character of the original parameterization
system.
3) Truncation errors may worsen the validity of the tangent linear approximation. In the
original code of the RAS scheme, there are some computational steps involving processes
whereby a very small output results from the difference between two very large terms whose
values are of similar magnitude, such as in calculating the rate of change of large-scale
variables by the forcing of cumulus-scale processes. These very small time tendency terms
result from the difference between two corresponding variable terms. Besides, a nonlinear
term involving N dependent variables in the nonlinear forward model will create N terms in
tangent linear computations. These newly created computation processes may increase the
truncation error. We have checked the validity of the tangent linear approximation term
by term and line by line in the tangent linear model, and found that the truncation error
is a contributing factor towards a reduction in the range of validity of the tangent linear
approximation.
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